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Company: iO Associates - UK/EU

Location: England

Category: other-general

Are you an Umbraco Developer interested in relocating to Bristol? This role might be for

you!Role: Software Developer/Senior Software Developer (Must have at least 2+ years using

Umbraco)Location: Hybrid working from a central Bristol based OfficeSalary: Up to £50,000

- £70,000 per annum (DOE)Are you eager to work for a non for profit, tech for good creative

software company in Bristol that is currently scaling their business and will offer you flexible

working hours?Backed by decades of expertise, they consistently customise solutions to align

with the unique technical demands and challenges confronted by their clients.Responsibilities

as a Software Developer:Design, develop, and maintain web applications using Umbraco

CMS.Produce fully functional, clean code.You will be contributing both autonomously and

cooperatively within an agile team that embarks on an ever-evolving quest for

enhancement.Customize and extend the functionality of Umbraco to meet specific project

requirements.Collaborating closely with clients to craft comprehensive software solutions at a

superior standard.Participation across the entire project life cycle, spanning requirements

collection and software design to release, comprehensive end-to-end testing, and ongoing

system support.Perform routine maintenance tasks to ensure the stability and security of

Umbraco-based applications.Work across the full stack using web technologies such as

Umbraco, C#, Azure, SQLEssential Skills:Proficiency in Umbraco CMS. (2+

Years)Demonstrated expertise in Umbraco development.Effective utilisation of the Umbraco

API.Familiarity with Umbraco packagesStrong proficiency in C#.Strong proficiency with SOLID

Principles.In-depth knowledge of the .NET platformExperience with ASP.NET MVC / Core

MVC.Fundamentals in JavaScript / TypeScript, HTML and CSS.What is on offer?Salary -
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up to £70,000 per annum (Senior Software Developers)Salary - up to £55,000 per annum

(Mid-Level Software Developers)Flexible working hours - you can pick your hours and days

you wish to work (40 Hour Week)Unlimited HolidayTop of the range tech set up to enable

hybrid working.Learning and development allowance - they will provide you with the time

and money to up skill and further develop your tech stack.Onsite GymIf you do not feel you

match 100% of the experience required but have 2+ year's experience using Umbraco,

please still apply as this company is willing to train their staff and fill in some of the gaps for

the right candidate.
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